
of US naval vessels between the Pacific and Atlantic basins is greatly
facilitated by secure access to the Panama Canal. The southernflank of the United States is poorly covered by early warning
systems and has littie if any air defence capability. Soviet commen-
tators tend to agree with their US counterparts in stressing theimportance of the region to US security, referring to it as part of theAmerican "strategic rear" (strategischeskii tyl'). The establishment
of a significant Soviet military presence in the region could substan-tially affect US security, thereby enhancing the relative position ofthe Soviet Union in the global balance of power. For these reasons,
it. is a region of great temptation.

Moreover, the politics of the region have in the past (the CubanRevolution), and do at present, provide opportunities for Sovietentry which currently are rare elsewhere in the Third World. TheSoviet realization of this proposition is evident in their fairly consis-tent reference to the radical movements of the area and theirvictories as principal moving forces of the "world revolutionary
process" at its current stage. 22

A second element in the politics of the Caribbean Basin also bearsupon this discussion. The paucity of close historical, cultural anddiplomatic ties with Third World élites is particularly evident inCentral America. Regimes in the area have traditionally been ilI-disposed towards the Soviet Union, viewing it as the architect of aninternational conspiracy directed against them. Moreover, theUnited States bas strongly discouraged the development of tiesbetween the states of the region and the Soviet Union, and thispolicy bas had considerable success until quite recently. The resultis that Soviet reliance on revolutionary counter-élites rather thanon more moderate or traditional élites is also particularly strong inCentral America. In other words, the region, owing to its proximityto the United States, contains considerable temptations, while notonly ideological proclivities but also historical handicaps dictatethat Soviet attempts to gain entry into the region depend on tieswith forces committed to a profound revolutionary transformation
of the status quo.

22 G. Kim, for example, noted a qualitative Ieap in the process of national libera-tion in the 1 970s, citing as major elements of this shift the victories in Vietnamand in Kampuchea and the "outstanding" victories won by revolutionary forces
in Latin America.
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